
Safe, reliable and easy to use.
Custom-made to fit perfectly in your 
home for a neat finish, thanks to our 
advanced digital staircase measurement 
system. Easy to use and keep clean, as 
well as to maintain and service. Smooth 
ride, strength and stability thanks to 
state-of-the-art twin-rail design 
technology. 

Perfect for compact stairs 
and hallways, and even 
spiral staircases.

The 
4000 
curved 
stairlift

www.handicare-stairlifts.co.uk

Handicare is proud to have achieved ISO certifications for quality, 
environment and health and safety. We are committed to providing 
stairlifts which are easy to use, reliable, comfortable and which meet 
the highest possible quality and safety standards. All new Handicare 
stairlifts are delivered with a comprehensive manufacturer’s warranty 
and are independently tested and approved by Europe’s leading 
certification organisation including Liftinstituut. 



 TAILORED: Easily upgrade with 
powered options to suit your needs 
today and tomorrow
 

COMPACT: Folds to leave more room 
on the stairs when not in use. Hinged 
rail allows clear access on the 
lower level

 SAFETY: Retractable seat belt, 
emergency stop, and safety sensors

 STYLISH: Modern sleek design with a 
choice of seats and colours 

OUTDOOR: With improved UV 
protection and a water-resistant 
cover (IP44 rated) 

ENERGY EFFICIENT: Low running 
costs and batteries to remain 
operational if there’s a power cut

SPECIFICATIONS

Applications   Residential    
    indoor and outdoor

Capacity   Standard 
    136kg (21½st) 
    Heavy Duty    
    160kg (25½st)

Minimum track   125mm
intrusion into 
staircase

Speed   0.12m/sec

Maximum   56°
staircase angle

*Simplicity seat is supplied as standard

Smart Seat Smart Perch SeatStyle Seat

Sand Cocoa Ruby Slate

Simplicity Seat*

SandWhite Beige Red Sand Cocoa Ruby Slate

Rail Colours
Light Grey Jet Black Brown

Please be aware that actual colours might vary slightly 
from those shown. All information is provided to you 
in good faith but does not constitute a guarantee. 
Handicare reserves the right to alter designs and 
specifications without prior notice.

The certified Handicare partner near you:


